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BEHAVIOR OF AIR AT HIGH TEMPERATURE
CONSTRUCTION OF CURVE FITS














New improved curve fits for the thermodynamic properties of
equilibrium air have been developed. The curve fits are for
p = p(e,p), a = a(e,p): T = T(e,p), s = s(e,p), T = T(p,p),
h = h(p,p), p = p(p,s), e = e(p,s) and a = a(p,s). These curve
fits can be readily incorporated into new or existing CFD codes
if "real-gas effects" are desired. The curve fits were constructed
using Grabau-type transition functions to model the thermodynamic
surfaces in a piecewise manner. The accuracies and continuity of
these curve fits are substantial ly improved over those of previous
curve fits appearing in NASA CR-2470. These improvements were due
to the incorporation of a small number of additional terms in the
approximating polynomials and careful choices of the transition
functions. The ranges of validity of the new curve fits are temper-













standard speed of sound = 331.36 m/s
specific internal energy, m2/s2
standard specific internal energy = 78_408.4 m2/s
spec i fi c enthal py, m 2/s 2
pressure, N/m2
standard pressure = 101,330.0 N/m 2
gas constant = 287.06 m2/s2- K
specific entropy, m 2/s 2 _ K
standard specific entropy = 6779.2 m2/s2 _ K
temperature, K
standard temperature = 273.15 K
h/e
density, kg/m3








Using an approach of carefully choosing the Grabau-type transi-
tion functions and using complete bicubic polynomials, the following










These curve fits were based on the NASA RGAS data and have the same
ranges of validity, namely, temperatures up to 25,000 K and densities
from 10 -7 to 10 3 amagats (p/po)°
BEHAVIOR OF AIR AT HIGH TEMPERATURE
When a gas composed of polyatomic molecules is heated to high
temperatures_ its composition changes as a result of the chemical
reactions which take place. Such a situatio_q exists behind the
shock wave which envelops a vehicle reentering the atmosphere of
the earth. As a result of the cha_ge in chemical composition, the
thermodynamic properties of the gas also change. When the temperature
of the gas is raised appreciably higher than the temperature at
÷he electrons receivewhich dissociation reactions begi_ to occur_
energy quanta because of the col lisior_s between atoms. If the tern-
perature, and hence the kinetic energy of the atoms is high enough
behavior provides a qualitative insight into the choice of the approx-
imating functions. Figure 1 shows the function _ plotted with respect
to loglO(p/p O) - log10(p/p O) at a density of 10 -7 amagats. Also
shown are the various segments into which the curve may be divided,
as indicated by A, AA, B, C and D. These segments are basically
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Variation of # with lOglo(p/p O) - !Oglo(p/p O)
9
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curves. Two types of transition curves appear in figure 1 and these
are illustrated in figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows a transition
function which passes through a point of inflection and is referred
fl(x)
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Figure 4. Variation of _ with ]Oglo(p/po ) - ]og10(p/po)
might be correlated with the simultaneous abrupt increases of the
concentrations of ionized oxygen and nitrogen atoms and of ionized
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LOGIo(P/Po ) - LOGIo(p/p O)
Variation of loglo(T/To) with tOglO(P/p O) - loglo(P/p O)
the terminology of Grabau (ref. 11), are referred to as odd
transitions.
The second type of transition function is the kernel of the
Bose-Einstein distribution function
1
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Figure 6. Two odd transition functions
which provides transitions leading from one function to another
without a point of inflection and is obtained by merely changing
the sign before the exponential term in the denominator of the Fermi-
Dirac function. The transition function given by equation (2) is
termed an even transition. Figure 7 illustrates two transitions
of this kind between the x-axis and the line y = x, where, as before,
the directions and rates of the transitions are governed by the sign
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Figure 7. Two even transition functions
note that the expression for an even transition becomes an indeter-
minate form when x is equal to the x-coordinate of the point of
intersection of the two lines bounding the transition.
In the current study, each of the thermodynamic curves was
approximated by means of quadratic or incomplete cubic segments
connected by odd and even transitions as described above. Almost
without exception, all the curves undergo odd transitions at low
densities which gradually diminish as the density increases and
change to even transitions. There are two ways of applying each
of these transition functions. When the path of a curve appears
to move from one straight line to another, there is present an offset
which can be calculated in the direction of either of the variables.
16
From considerations of accuracy it appears to be better to view
the transition in terms of the smaller offset. Both ways of viewing
the offsets involve the choice of a base line. The use of the offset
in the y-direction simplifies this choice since the x-axis serves
as a natural base line.
Consider the problem of determining the equation of a curve
consisting of two linear segments connected by an odd transition
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where k is a positive constant (typically, 20 <_ k <_ 25) chosen such
that exp (k) and exp (-k) do not yield overflow or underflow conditions,
respectively, on a computer. The constants a0 through a3 can now
be obtained in a straightforward manner from the system of four
linear equations in four unknowns (eqs. (18)-(2!)).
The above method of obtaining the Grabau-type transition func-
tions proved quite accurate in ensuring a negligible mismatch in
the dependent variable over the boundaries of adjoining sub-regions.
It is a merit of this stepwise method of constructing empirical eQua-
tions that any part can be removed for corrections without disturbing
the surface approximation as a whole.
EQUATIONS OF THE CURVE FITS
The curve fits for the various thermodynamic properties were
constructed using Grabau-type transition functions_ as described
previously. The general form of these curve fits can be written
as
z(x,y) = fl(x'Y) +
f2 (x'y) - fi(x'Y)
1 + exp(k 0 + klX + k2Y + k3xY)
(22)
n general,where, _,
fl (x'y) = Pl + P2x + P3y + P4xy ÷ P5
2 2
x + P6y + P7x2y
2 3 3
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Figure 9. Division of curve fit range by density
dependent variables across these two division lines the following
technique was adopted, If the choice of independent variables yielded
a point within a specified band about either of these division lines,
the dependent variable was linearly interpolated between the values
obtained at the end points of the band:
p =
For the correlation of p = p(e,p), the ratio #= h/e was curve-
fitted as a function of e and p so that p can be calculated from
p : pe(_'- 1) (25)
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--, y2 6Z2"Y= aI + a2Y + a3Z + a4YZ + a5 + a + a7Y2Z + a8YZ 2 + a9Y
Z 3 + (a + a + a 3z + a 4YZ + a 5Y2 + a Z2+ alO 11 12Y 1 1 1 16 + a 17Y2Z
y3 Z3
+ a18YZ 2 + a19 + a20 )/[1 + exp(a21 + a22Y + a23Z + a24YZ)]
(26)
where Y = loglO(p/po) and Z = lOglO(e/RTo)o The units for p are kg/m 3
and the units for e are m2/s 2. It should be noted that some of
the terms appearing in the above equation are not used over the
complete range of e and p.
a : a(e,p)
An exact expression for the speed of sound in terms of _was
derived by Barnwell (ref° 13) and may be written as
÷
a = e (_ - 1) _logee + _log e
# e
(27)
Since complete bicubic polynomials were used for fl(Y,Z) and
f2(Y,Z) - fI(Y,Z) in equation {26) for _, equation (27) was used
directly for the correlation a = a(e,p) without further corrections,
unlike references 10 and 15,
26
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T = T(e, p)
In the calculation of T = T(e,p), the pressure is first deter-
mined using equation (25), and then the temperature is calculated
using the equation
2 2
loglO(T/To) = b I + b2Y + b3Z + b4YZ + b5Y + b6Z + b7Y2 Z + b8YZ 2
Z3 + b 2¥ + b Z + b 4YZ + b+ b9 Y3 + blo + (bll 1 13 1 15 Y2
+ b16Z2 + b17Y2Z + b18YZ2 + b19 Y3 + b20 Z3)/[1 + exp(b21
+ b22Y + b23 z + b24YZ)]
(28)
where Y = ]OglO(p/po), X = ]oglo(p/po), and Z = X- Y. The units
for p are newtons/m 2, and the units for T are ke]vin. The coeffi-
cients b I to b24 were determined in such a way as to compensate
for the errors incurred in the initial calculation of pressure using
equation (25).
h = h(p,p )
For the correlation of h = h(p,p), the ratiD _ = h/e was curve fitted
as a function of p and p so that h can be calculated from
_]C_ (29)h = (P/P) _-1
The general form of the equation used for _ was
= c I + c2Y + c3Z + c4YZ + c5 Y2 + c 6Z2 + c7Y2Z + c8YZ2 + c9 Y3
+ c10 Z3 + c 2Y + c Z + c 4YZ + c 5Y2+ (Cll 1 13 1 1 + c16Z 2 + c17Y2Z
÷ C 18YZ2 + c19 Y3 + c20 Z3)/[1 + exp(c21 + c22 Y + c23 Z + c24YZ)]
(30)
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where Y = lOglo(p/pO), X = lOglo(p/po), and Z = X- Y. For the
correlations p = p(e,p) and h = h(p,p), where V was the variable
curve-fitted, an even transition function was used to model the transi-
tion between the perfect gas equation and the remainder of the curve
fit in the lowest density region (- 7.0 < log10(p/pO) <- 4.50).
This yielded a more accurate fit than an ordinary bicubic curve
without any transitions, though the latter seems intuitively more
appropriate.
T = T(p,p )
The general form of the equation used for the correlation
T : T(p,p) was
2
logl0(T/T0) = dI + d2Y + d3Z + d4YZ + d5Y + d6Z2 + d7Y2Z + d8YZ 2
+ d9 Y3 + dlo Z3 + (dll + d12 Y + d 13Z + d14YZ + d15 Y2
+ d16 Z2 + d17Y2Z + d18YZ2 + d 3 Z3)/[1 + exp(d19Y + d20
+ d22 Y + d23 Z + d 24YZ)]
(31)
where Y = loglo(P/pO), X = loglO(p/p O) and Z = X- Y
s : s(e,p)






+ e2Y + e3Z + e4YZ + e5Y2 + e 6 + e7Y Z + e8YZ




_ _T_ _ _!_
where Y = lOglo(p/po) and Z = loglo(e/RTo). The units for s are
m2/s 2 - K. As is evident from equation (32), Grabau transition
functions were not necessaryfor this curve fit.
p= p(p,s)
Unlike the preceding curve fits in which density is one of
the independent variables, the domain of the curve fit p = p(p,s),
as well as the curve fits e = e(p,s), and a = a(p,s), cannot be
divided into subdomains on the basis of density. For reasons of
accuracy, it was necessary to subdivide the domain in terms of s
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Figure 10. Division of curve fit range by entropy
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The general form of the equation used for the correlation
p :p(p,s) was
]°glO(P/Po) = fl + f2Y + f3 Z + f4YZ + f5Y2 + f6 Z2 + f7Y2Z + f8YZ 2
3+ (f +f2y+f+ f y3 + f10Z 11 1 13Z + f14 YZ + f15
y2
Z2 + f 2Z + f Z2
+ f16 17Y 18Y + f
3
19Y3 + f20 Z )/[1 + exp(f 21
+ f22 Y + f23Z)]
(33)
where Y =log10(s/R), X = log10(p/po), and Z = X- Y. The units
for s are m2/sec 2- K. The denominator of the Grabau transition
function in equation (33) is linear in ¥ and Z and not quadratic.
e : e(p,s)
For the correlation of e = e(p,s), the genera] form of the curve-fit
equati on was




+ glO Z + (gll + g12 Y + g13 Z + g14YZ + g15 Y2
+ g16 Z2 9¥3 ZZ2 + g17 ¥2Z + g18 Y + gl + g20 3)/[1 + exp(g21
+ g22 Y + g23 Z)]
(34)
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where Y- lOglo(S/R), X = lOglo(p/po), and Z = X- Y.
a = a(p,s)
For the correlation of a = a(p,s), the general form of the equation
used was
y2
lOglO(a/ao) = h I + h2Y + h3Z + h4YZ + h5 Z2 + h7Y2 2+ h6 Z + h8YZ
Z3+ (h +h +h
+ h9Y3 + hlo 11 12Y
2
13Z + h14¥Z + h15 Y
Z2 Y2Z + h Z2 + h
+ h16 + h17 18Y 19Y3 + h20Z3)/[1 + exp(h
+ h22 Y + h23Z)]
(35)
21
where Y = l Oglo(S/R), X = l Oglo(p/po), and Z = X- Y. The units
of a are m/see.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
New simplified curve fits for the thermodynamic properties
of equilibrium air were constructed using the procedures described
in the preceding chapters. Comparisons of the curve fits p = p(e,p),
a : a(e,p), T : T(e,p), s : s(e,p), T : T(p,p), h : h(p,p),p=p(p,s),
e = e(p,s) and a = a(p,s) with the original NASA RGAS program are
shown in figures 11 to 19. The following procedure was employed
in making the comparisons for the first four curve fits. First,
p and p data were supplied as input to the NASA RGAS program and
e was computed. Then, this e and the original p were inputed into
the TGAS1 subroutine to obtain p, a and T and into the TGAS2 sub-
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CURVE 1/_ PERFECT GAS EQUATION
0°40
-7.00 -6.50 -6. O0 - 5.50 -5. O0 -4.50 -4.00
LOGIo (P/Po)
Figure 20. Example curve fit for p = p(e,p)
(ref. 15) for the same curve fits is 3.4 times faster than the
NASA RGAS subroutine. The new TGAS3 subroutine for T = T(p,p) is
2.7 times faster than the NASA RGAS subroutine as compared to the
52
TABLE10. COMPARISONFVARIABLESAT JUNCTUREPOINTS




POINT A POINT B POINT C POINT D POINT E






1.81x10 -2 7.32x10 -2 7.38x10 -2 1.90x10 -1 1.90x10 -1 8.72x10 -1 8.72x10 -1
- -_ -11.80x10 1 7.81xi0 _ 7.78x10 2.01x10 ° 2.03x10 ° 9o53X10 ° 9°63x10 °






10-4 1.80x101 1.81x101 8o67X101 8.70x101 2.40x102 2.43x102 9.78x102 9.79x102 1.80x102
10-3 1.80x102 1.81xi02 9.12x102 9.13xi02 2.61x103 2.63x103 1.09x104 1.09x104
10-2 1.80x103 1.81x103 9.51x103 9.51x103 2.83x104 2.84x104 1.23x105 1.23x105
10-1 1.80x104 1.81xi04 9.80x104 9.81x104 3.08x105 3.08x105 1.39x106 1.39x106
100 1.80x!05 1.81x105 1.36x106 1.36x106 4.11x106 4.11x106
101 1.80x106 1.81x106 1.41x107 1.41x107 4.50x107 4.54x107
102 1.80x107 1.81x107 1.45x108 1.43x108 4.91x108 5.00x108













POINT A POINT B POINT C POINT D POINT E
I ower upper I ower upper Iower upper Iower upper l ower upper
-7
i0 440 441 ' 769 790 1250 1260 2718 2733 4731 4715
10-6 440 439 808 814 1291 1307 2857 2871 4983 5016
10-5 440 438 831 841 1343 1359 3021 3029 5259 5287
10-4 441 440 869 874 1429 144i 2923 2925
10-3 441 440 902 904 1498 1506 3115 3116
10 -2 441 440 932 932 1573 i578 3337 3341
-Ii0 44i 441 957 957 1655 1656 3596 3602




442 440 1149 1145 2027 2039
442 440 1171 1164 214! 2166
442 441 1188 1179 2287 2312
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TABLE 12, COMPARISON OF VARIABLES AT JUNCTURE POINTS FOR THE CURVE




POINT A POINT B POINT C POINT D POINT E






















2112 2091 4033 4034 7868 7869
2181 2168 4283 4284 8471 8479
2243 2243 4548 4548 9145 9146
2312 2312 4837 4818 10,364 10_319
2347 2366 5090 5088 11,190 119177
2376 2404 5307 5326 11,958 12,006
2400 2417 5508 5517 12,702 12,738
2408 2414 6242 6265
2413 2416 6585 6595
2416 2416 6955 6960
2418 2419 7317 7328
55
TABLE13. COMPARISONFVARIABLESAT JUNCTUREPOINTSFORTHECURVE
FIT T = T(p,p)
Density
ratio
POINT A POINT B POINT C POINT D POINT E
P/Po l ower upper 1ower upper 1ower upper ! ower upper l ower upper
10-7 486 482 2089 2089 4025 4033 7864 7838
10- 6 486 482 2165 2165 4281 4281 8470 8481









482 2310 2310 5064 5042 10,796 10,746
481 2363 2363 5386 5376 11,793 11,682
481 2404 2404 5690 5701 12,742 12,679
482 2402 2402 5968 5998 13,67! 13,687
100 486 482 2700 2700 6248 6267
101 486 482 2706 2710 5585 6598
102 486 483 2711 2712 6950 6959
103 486 483 2713 2713 7309 7319
56
TABLE14. COMPARISON OF VARIABLES AT JUNCTURE POINTS FOR THE CURVE
FIT h = h(p,p)
Den s i ty
ratio
POINT A POINT B POINT C POINT D POINT E
P/Po lower upper ]owe r upper ] ower upper lower upper 1ower upper
10-7 0.346x106 0.346x106 0.282x107 0.285x107 0.160x108 0o159x108 0.997x108 0.997x108
10-6 0o346x106 0o346x106 0.253x107 0o254x107 0°138x108 0.138x108 0.890x108 0.890x108
10-5 0o346x106 0.346x106 0.233x107 0.235x107 0.120x108 0.122x108 0o793x108 0.792x108
10-4 0o346x106 0.346x106 0.345x107 0o345x107 0.247x108 0.247x108 0.812x108 0.813x108
10-3 0°346x106 0.346xi06 0.314x107 0.315x107 0.2!4x108 0.214x108 0.720x108 0o721x108
10-2 0.346x106 0.346x106 0.296x107 0.296x107 0.186x108 0.186x108 0.646x108 0.646x108
10 -1 0.346x106 0.346x106 0°288x107 0.288x107 0.i64x108 0.164x108 0.590xi08 0o591x108
10o 0.345x106 0.345x106 0.386xi07 0.387x107 0.201x108 0.202xi08
101 0.345x106 0.345x106 0.377x107 0:380x107 0.180x108 0.181x108
107102 0.345x106 0:345x!0 '_ 0.374x 0.376xi07 0.166x!08 0.!66xi08
103 0o345x106 0o345x106 0o374x107 0.374x107 0°156xi08 0.156x108
57










a = a(e, p)
m = T(e, p)
10,661 0.54 0.77 1.86
s : s(e,p) 10,661 -- 0.20 2.03
T = T(p,p) 9,921 0.25 0.31 0.84
h = h(p, p) 9,921 0.19 0.26 0.84
p : p(p,s) 3,038 -- O. 10 1.07
e = e(p,s) 3,038 -- O. 11 1.06
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All the curve fits developed in this study have been incorpor-
ated into a single master program called TGAS. This master program
permits the user to select the desired curve fit(s) from a "menu"
of possibilities. The calling statement for this subroutine is
CALL TGAS (P,RHO,E,H,T,A,S,NTGAS)
with
P = pressure, N/m 2
RHO = density, kg/m 3
E = specific internal energy, m2/s 2
H = specific enthal py, m 2/s2
T = temperature, K
A = speed of sound, m/s
S = specific entropy, m2/s 2- K
NTGAS = an integer flag to be set by the user for selection
of the appropriate curve fit(s),
NTGAS = O" p = p(e,p)
NTGAS = 1 ° p = p(e,p), a = a(e,p)
NTGAS = 2" p = p(e,p), T = T(e,p)
NTGAS = 3" p = p(e,p), a = a(e,p), T = T(e,p)
NTGAS = 4" s = s(e,p)
NTGAS = 5" T = T(p,p)
NTGAS = 6" h = h(p,p)
NTGAS = 7- p = p(p,s)
NTGAS = 8" e = e(p,s)






The curve fits for p = p(e,p), a = a(e,p) and T = T(e,p) have
been placed in a single subroutine TGASI. Subroutine TGAS2 computes
s = s(e,p), subroutine TGAS3 computes T = T(p,p), and subroutine
TGAS4 computes h = h(p, p). The curve fits p = p(p,s), e = e(p,s)
and a = a(p,s) have been placed in subroutines TGAS5, TGAS6 and
TGAS7, respectively. The subroutines TGAS1 to TGAS7 can be used
in a "stand-alone" manner if so desired, independent of the master




































SUBROUTINE TGAS(P, R,E,H,T,A, S,NTGAS)
PARAMETERS •
P = PRESSURE, IN NEWTONS/M**2
R = DENSITY, IN KG/M**3
E = SPECIFIC INTERNAL ENERGY, IN (M/SEC)**2
H = SPECIFIC ENTHALPY, IN (M/SEC)**2
T = TEMPERATURE, IN KELVIN
A = SPEED OF SOUND, IN M/SEC
S = SPECIFIC ENTROPY, IN (M/SEC)**2/KELVIN
NTGAS = INTEGER FLAG TO BE SET AS FOLLOWS,
NTGAS- 0 •
INPUT • R,E ; OUTPUT • P
NTGAS- 1 •
INPUT • R,E ; OUTPUT • P,A
NTGAS- 2 •
INPUT • R,E ; OUTPUT • P,T
NTGAS = 3 "
1NPUT • R,E ; OUTPUT " P,A,T
NTGAS- 4 "
INPUT • R,E ; OUTPUT • S
NTGAS- 5 •
iNPUT " P,R ; OUTPUT • T
NTGAS- 5 •
INPUT • P,R ; OUTPUT • H
NTGAS = 7 •
INPUT • P,S ; OUTPUT • R
NTGAS- 8 •
INPUT • P,S ; OUTPUT • E
NTGAS- 9 •
iNPUT • P,S ; OUTPUT • A
IF (NTGAS.EQ.O) CALL TGASI(E,R,P,A,T,O)
iF (NTGAS.EQ.1) CALL TGASI(E,R,P,A,T,I)
IF (NTGAS.EQ.2) CALL TGASI(E,R,P,A,T,2)
IF (NTGAS.EQ.3) CALL TGASI(E,R,P,A,T,3)
IF (NTGAS.EQ.4) CALL TGAS2(E,R,S)
IF (NTGAS.EQ.5) CALL TGAS3(P,R,T)
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E= INTERNAL ENERGY, IN (M/SEC)**2
R= DENSITY, IN KG/M**3 .
OUTPUTS"
P= PRESSURE, 1N NEWTONS/M**2 ;
A= SPEED OF SOUND, IN M/SEC ;
T= TEMPERATURE, IN KELVIN .
IF MFLAG=O, RETURN P ;
IF MFLAG=I, RETURN P AND A ;
IF MFLAG=2, RETURN P AND T ;
!F MFLAG=3, RETURN P, A AND T





Z=ALOG10 ( ERATI 0 )
LFLAG=O
KFLAG=O
IF (MFLAG. GT. 1) LFLAG=I
IF ( (MFLAG. EQ. 1). OR. (MFLAG. EQ. 3) ) KFLAG= 1
iF(ABS(Y+4.5EO0). LT.2.5E--02) GO TO 20
IF(ABS(Y+O.5EOO).LT.5.0E-03) GO TO 50
i FLAG=- 1
GO TO 90













































P=PLOW+(P HI GH- PLOW) / ( YHI GH-YLOW) * ( YM- YLOW)
A=ALOW+(AH IGH-ALOW)/(YHIGH-YLOW)*(YM-YLOW)
R=RSAVE
IF(LFLAG,EQ. 1) GO TO 300
RETURN
CONTINUE
IF(Y.GT.-O.5EO0) GO TO 200
IF(Y.GT.-4.5EO0) GO TO 150
iF(Z.GT.O.65EO0) GO TO 100
GAMM=I. 3965E00
GO TO 250






















































































































































IF(Z.GT.O.65EO0) GO TO 160
GAMM=I. 398E00
GO TO 25O




























IF (Z.GT.m.mmEo0)GO TO 180
71
180
GAS1=- 1. 20784E00-2. 57909E-01*Y
GAS2=(5. 02307E00+2. 87201E-01*Y)*Z
GAS3=(-9. 95577E-03+5. 23524E-O3*Z- 1. 45574E-O4*Y)*Y*Y
GAS4=(-3. 20619E00-7. 50405E-02*Y+6. 51564E-01*Z)*Z*Z
GAS5=-6. 62841E00+2. 77112E-02*Y
GAS6=(7. 30762E00-7. 68230E-02*Y)*Z
GAS7=(7. 19421E-03-3. 62463E-03*Z+1. 62777E-04*Y)*Y*Y
GAS8=(-2. 33161E00+3. 04767E-02*Y+1. 66856E-01*Z)*Z*Z
GAS9=( 1. 255324E02+2. 015335E00*Y-6. 390747E01*Z-
6. 515225E-01*Y*Z)






















GAS4=(-2. 24750E00-1. 31641E-O2"Y+3. 33658E-O1*Z)*Z*Z
GAS5=-1. 47904E01-1. 76627E-O1*Y
GAS6=( 1. 35036E01+8. 77280E-O2*Y)*Z
GAS7=(-2. 13327E-03+7. 15487E-O4*Z+7. 30928E-O5*Y)*Y*Y
GAS8=(-3. 95372E00-8. 96151E-O3*Y+3. 63229E-O1*Z)*Z*Z
GAS9=( 1. 788542E02+6.317894EOO*Y-6. 756741EO1*Z-
"2. 460060EOO*Y*Z)
IF(KFLAG.EQ.O) GO TO 240
GASIR=-7.82263E-02
GAS2R=7. 18096E-O2*Z

















































!F(Z.GT.O.65EO0) GO TO 210
GAMM=1.3988EO0
GO TO 250
































































IF(GAS9. GT. 30. EO0) GAS9=30. EO0
IF(GAS9. LT.-30. EO0) GAS9=-30. EO0























GAS4E=(-3. 94584E00-5. 6366 E-O2*Y+8.87646 E-O 1" Z ) *Z
GAS6E=GAS6/Z
GAS7E=2. 75121E-O1*Y*Y
GASSE=( 3.21652E0 I-4. 46772EOO*Y-6 . 26559EOO*Z ) * Z
GAS9E=-9. 05889E01-5. 838803EO1*Y
GASg=EXP(GAS9)
GAMM=GAS1+GAS2+GAS3+GAS4+ ( GAS5+GAS6+GAS7+GAS8 )/( 1. +GAS9 )
iF(KFLAG.EQ.O) GO TO 260
GAMMR=GAS1R+GAS2R+GAS3R+GAS4R+( GAS5R+GAS6R+GAS7R+GAS8R) /
• ( I. +GAS9 )-( GAS5+GAS6+GAS7+GAS8) *GAS9 R'GAS 9/( ( I. +GAS9 ) **2 )
GAMME=GAS2E+GAS3E+GAS4E+ ( GAS6E+GAS7E+GAS8E)/( 1. +GAS9)
• -( GAS5+GAS6+GAS7+GAS8 ) *GAS9E'GAS 9/( ( 1. +GAS9 ) *'2 )
GO TO 260
CONTI NUE
IF(KFLAG.EQ.O) GO TO 260
GAMMR=O.OEO0
GAMME=O: OEO0
P=( GAMM-1) * E* R
i F(KFLAG. EQ.o) GOTO 27O
GAMMR=GAMMR/2.302585E00
GAMME=GAMME/2. 302585E00






Y=A LOG1O( R/RO )
Zl=X-Y
iF (Y.GT.-O.mEO0) GO TO 400
iF(Y.GT.-4.5EO0) GO TO 350
IF(Z1.GT.O.25EO0) GO TO 310
T=P/(GASCON*R)
RETURN
!F(Z1.GT.O.95EO0) GO TO 320
GAS1=1. 44824E-01+1. 36744E-O2*Y
GAS2=( i. 17099E-01-8. 22299E-O2*Y)*Z1
GAS3=(-6. 75303E-04-i. 47314E-O3*Z1-7.90851E-O5*Y)*Y*Y
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IF (Z1.GT.O.25EO0) GO TO 410
T=P/(GASCON*R)
RETURN






































SUBROUTINE TGAS2( E, R, S)
INPUTS FOR SUBROUTINE:









I F(ABS(Y+4.5EO0). LT. 2.5E-02) GO TO 10




















































IF(Z.LE.O.65EO0) GO TO 110





GAS4=( -2.9700 lEO 1-1.84915 EOO*Y+5.87892 EOO*Z)*Z*Z
GO TO 120
IF(Y.GT.-O.5OEO0) GO TO 100
iF(Z.GT.3.4EO0) WRITE(6,1000) R,E
GAS1=1.0836E01-4. 55524EOO*Y




















FORMAT(/20X,48HWARNING! OUTSIDE VALIDITY RANGE OF CURVE FIT
























INPUTS FOR SUBROUTINE •
P= PRESSURE, iN NEWTONS/M**2.
RHO= DENSITY, IN KG/M**3.
OUTPUT •





!F(ABS(Y+4.5EOO).LT.2.5E'-02) GO TO 20
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IF (Z1.GT.0.25E00) GO TO 150


















































































































SUBROUTi NE TGAS4 ( P, RHO, H)
INPUTS FOR SUBROUTINE •
P- PRESSURE, iN NEWTONS/M.**2.
RHO - DENSITY, iN KG/M**3.
OUTPUT •
H- SPECIFIC ENTHALPY, IN (M/SEC)**2.
DATA RO, PO/1. 292E00,1.0133E05/
Y=ALOG10( RHO/RO)
X=ALOG10( P/PO )
iF(ABS(Y+4.5EO0). LT.m.mE-O2) GO TO 20
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H=GAMM/( GAMM-1. OEO0 )*P/RHO
IF (IFLAG) 10,250,260
IF (JFLAG) 30,40, i0
IF (JFLAG) 60,70,10
FORMAT(/20X,48HWARNING! OUTSIDE OF VALIDITY RANGE OF CURVE FIT










SUBROUTINE TGASS(P, S, RHO)
INPUTS FOR SUBROUTINE:
P=PRESSURE IN NEWTONS/M**2.
S=SPECiFiC ENTROPY iN (M/SEC)**2./KELVIN
OUTPUT"
RHO=DENSITY IN KG/M**3.




IF (SNON.GE.1.23EO0) GO TO i0
DELTS=S-SO
RRATI O=ALOG(P/PO) / !. 4-DE LTS/( 3.5*GASCON )
RHO=RO*EXP( RRAT! O)
RETURN
IF (SNON.GE. 1.42E00) GO TO 20
GAS1=-1.72119E01+5. 49354EO1*SNON
GAS2=(-!. 99776E00+3. 17884EOO*SNON)*Z
GAS3=( -4.69831EO I-8.66580 E-O I * Z+ 1.21069E01 *SNON) * SNON*SNON
GAS4-( I. 58567E-01-1.03055E-O1*SNON-1. 52322E-O3*Z)*Z*Z
Y=GASI+GAS2+GAS3+GAS4
GO TO 120
iF (SNON.GE.i.592EO0) GO TO 30
GAS1=-2.78074E02+6.11791EO2*SNON





GAS7=( 4.2!767 E02-8.85461EOO*Z-9.94515EO I*SNON ) * SNON*SNON
GAS8=( 3.61896E-01-2. 55458E-Oi*SNON-2.96892E-O3*Z)*Z*Z
GAS9=EXP(-i 5.0"( X+54. 179-86.947*SNON+33. 583*SNON*SNON) )
GO TO 110
!F (SNON.GE.I.VOEO0) GO TO 50
ZM=7. 5269EOO*SNON-14. 9366
IF (Z.GE.ZM) GO TO 40
GAS1=1. 10732E02-1. 33968EO2*SNON
GAS2=( 3. 7583E-01+2 °77887E-O1*SNON)*Z
GAS3=4. 03018E01" SNON*SNON
GAS4=( 1. 18506E-01-6. 98812E-O2*SNON)*Z*Z
GAS5=--6.85292E01+8. 23834E0 I*SNON
GAS6= ( - 1. 24942E00+8.31615E-O I*SNON ) *Z
GAS7=-2.4524EO 1* SNON*SNON
GAS8=(-1. 13019E-01+7. 46719E-O2*SNON)*Z*Z













GAS4= ( -2. 50279 E-O 1+ 1. 58399E-0 I*SNON ) * Z*Z
GAS5=-5. 01859 E01+6.31564E01 * SNON
GAS6=( 2. 39925E00-1. 47883EOO*SNON)*Z
GAS7=- 1. 98852 EOI*SNON* SNON
GAS8=( 4. 66791E-01-3. 06926E-OI*SNON)*Z*Z
GAS9=EXP(-2.0"( Z+I 1.16*SNON-18. 203) )
GO TO 110
iF (SNON.GE.1.8OEO0) GO TO 70
ZM=7. 5269EOO*SNON-14. 9366






GAS6=( 4. 04979E00-2. 45467EOO*SNON)*Z
GAS7=-3. 02865EOI*SNON*SNON
GAS8=( 1. 2872E-01-8. 63721E-O2*SNON)*Z*Z
GAS9=EXP(-2.0"( Z+ 13. 4576*SNON- 18.36 ))
GO TO 110
GAS1=-2. 99578E01+3.89998E0 I*SNON
GAS2=( 2. 90256E00-1. 25088EOO*SNON)*Z





GAS8=(-2. 70962E-01+1. 80057E-0 I*SNON)*Z*Z
GAS9=EXP(-2.0"( Z+ 16.822" SNON-29. 139 ) )
GO TO 110
iF (SNON.GE.I.9OEO0) GO TO 80
GASI=6.23124E02-6. 77571E02* SNON
GAS2=( 9. 12811E0!-9. 55480EO1*SNON)*Z
GAS3=( 1. 84603E02+2. 54274EO1*Z)*SNON*SNON
GAS4=( 6,97635E-01-3. 27916E-O1*SNON+4. 90838E-O3*Z)*Z*Z
GAS5=-6. 39514E02+6. 97458EO2*SNON
GAS6=(-1. 00154E02+I. 06701EO2*SNON)*Z
GAS7=(- 1. 90745E02-2.86323 EO1" Z ) * SNON*SNON
GAS8=( -4.81471E-O i +2. O0348E-01 * SNON-6,43371E-O 3" Z ) * Z* Z
GAS9=EXP(-2.0"( Z+35. 275*SNON-58. 624) )
GO TO 110
IF (SNON,GE.2.0OEO0) GO TO 90
GAS!=1. 40088E01-!. 58855EO1*SNON




























































GAS9=EXP(-2.00"( Z+ 15. 048*SNON-26. 307))
Y=GASI+GAS2+GAS3+GAS4+( GAS5+GAS6+GAS7+GAS8)/( 1. +GAS9 )


















IF (SNON.GE.1.23EO0) GO TO 10
DELTS=S-SO
ERATIO=(ALOG( P/PO ) +DELTS/GASCON)/3.5EO0
E=2.5EOO*EO* EXP( ERATI0)
RETURN


















IF (SNON.GE°I.VOEO0) GO TO 50
ZM=-1.917EOO*SNON+O.O92EO0






























GAS9=EX P( - 2. O* ( Z+ 14.062" SNON-24. 046 ) )
GO TO 110
IF (SNON.GE.1.8OEO0) GO TO 70
ZM=- 1.917EOO*SNON+O. 092E00
IF (Z.GT.ZM) GO TO 60








GAS9=EXP( -2.0"( Z+ 16.995*SNON-23. 354) )
GO TO 110






































































A=SPEED OF SOUND IN M/SEC.





iF (SNON.GE.1.23EO0) GO TO 10
DELTS=S-SO
ASQLOG=ALOG(i. 4EO0* PO/RO)+(ALOG( P/PO )+DE LTS/GASCON)/3.5EO0
A=EXP(ASQLOG/2. OEO0)
RETURN
IF (SNON.GT.1.4EO0) GO TO 20
GAS1=-1. 38377E-01-8.84138EOO*SNON
GAS2=( 2.61050E00-3. 16535EOO*SNON)*Z
GAS3=( i. 10866 EOI +9. 88389 E-O 1"Z-3. 2576 i EO0* SNON) *SNON* SNON
GAS4=( - 1. 00224E-O 1+6.62193 E-02* SNON+8. 20610 E-O 4" Z ) * Z* Z
Y-GAS I+GAS2+GAS3+GAS4
GO TO 120
iF (SNON.GE.1.595EO0) GO TO 30
GAS1=1.3 !057E02-2. 88847EO2*SNON
GAS2=(-5. 04887E00+7.73862EOO*SNON )*Z
GAS3=( 2.10147 E02-2. 88963 EOO*Z-5. 0396E0 I*SNON ) *SNON*SNON
GAS4=( 5. 48031E-02-4. 39459E-O2*SNON-2. 10202E-O4*Z)*Z*Z
GAS5=-1. 33465E02+2. 84739EO2*SNON
GAS6= ( 7.57389 EO0-1.07749EO 1* SNON) * Z
GAS7=( -2. 02362E02+3. 8313EOO*Z+4. 79075E0 I*SNON) *SNON*SNON
GAS8=(-1. 53453E-01+1. 08531E-O1*SNON+9. 7931E-O4*Z)*Z*Z
GAS9=EXP(-15.0"( X+54. !79-86. 947*SNON+33. 583*SNON*SNON) )
GO TO 110
IF (SNON.GE.1.693EO0) GO TO 50
ZM=-9.842EOO*SNON+ 14.19E00
IF (Z.GT.ZM) GO TO 40
GASI=-6. i3548E01+7. 80742EO1*SNON




GAS6=(-7. 43673E-01+4. 08312E-0 I*SNON)*Z
GAS7=8. 68124EOO*SNON*SNON
GAS8=(-9. 3592E-02+5. 32328E-O2*SNON)*Z*Z
GAS9=EXP(-2.0"( Z+38. 785EOO*SNON-57. 157E00) )
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IF (SNON.GE.1.80) GO TO 70
ZM=- 1.917*SNON+O. 092
IF (Z.GT.ZM) GO TO 60
GAS1=-8. 04927 EO1+7.63739E0 I*SNON
GAS2= ( -9.38 ! EO0+5.72104E00" SNON) * Z
GAS3=- 1. 63435E01" SNON*SNON
GAS4=( -7. 48578E-01+4. 50043E-01" SNON)*Z*Z
GAS5=8. 34054E01-8. 58837 EO1" SNON
GAS6= ( 4.84197 EO0- 3.11188E00" SNON) * Z
GAS7=2.11196EO1*SNON*SNON
GAS8=( 2. 33945E-01-1. 59099E-O1*SNON)*Z*Z
GAS9=EXP(-2.0"( Z+7.874*SNON-7. 569 ) )
GO TO 110
GAS1=-4. 73308E00+4. 69363EOO*SNON





IF (SNON.GE.1.9OOEO0) GO TO 80
GAS1=-6. 60574E02+7. 38042EO2*SNON




GAS6= ( 8.87679E01-9.90508E0 I*SNON ) *Z
GAS7=( 2. 08117E02+2. 77374EO1*Z) _SNON*SNON
GAS8=2.81148E-02" Z*Z
GAS9=EX P(-2.0"( Z+35. 275*SNON-58. 624) )
GO TO 110
IF (SNON.GE.2.0OEO0) GO TO 90
GAS1=-5. 93554E00-7. 79929EOO*SNON
GAS2= ( -7.23618E00+ 3.31162 EO0* SNON)* Z
GAS3=5. 06381EOO_;SNON* SNON
GAS4=(--5. 377735E-01+2. 46865E-O1*SNON)*Z*Z
GAS5=3. 95260E01-2. 90994E0 I*SNON
GAS6=( 6.24136 EO0- 2.70007EO0* SNON) * Z
GAS7=5. 42786EOO*SNON*SNON
GAS8=(5. 95235E--01-2. 67771E-O I*SNON)*Z*Z
GAS9=EXP(-2.0"( Z+13. 675 I*SNON-20. 1676))
GO TO 110
IF (SNON.GE.2.1OEO0) GO TO 100
GAS1=7. 02453E01-7. 34732EO1*SNON
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GAS9=EX P(-2.0"( Z+15. 048*SNON-26. 307 ))
Y=GASI+GAS2+GAS3+GAS4+(GAS5+GAS6+GAS7+GASS)/(1.+GASg)
A=(IO.**Y)*AO
RETURN
END
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